POWERFUL ACRYLIC PAINT LAYERS WORKSHOP SUPPLY LIST
Instructor: Vicki Siegel
OLD SCHOOL SQUARE CREATIVE ARTS SCHOOL
vickisiegelart@gmail.com  vickisiegelart.com

I will be bringing many tools and specialty paints for you to try. Please bring your enthusiasm and the following.

CANVASES
3 12x12 (Michael’s with a coupon) and 2 16 x 20” canvas stretched and primed

BRUSHES
One-2" or 3" Large house paint brushes, natural bristle or synthetic
3-4 Artist brushes: flats , filberts up to 2" wide plus one round pointed brush
1-2 palette knives with a stepped handle (not huge)

PALETTE
Roll of Freezer Paper (Walmart) and your Masterson palette keeper if you have one.
No water color palettes or glass dishes AVOID SMALL PALETTES

PAINTS: bring any heavy body and fluid paints you may have in colors you like to work with. "Artist quality" acrylic paints, I prefer GOLDEN Paints, but LIQUITEX, DA VINCI, LUKAS are acceptable.
Suggested colors below:
HANSA YELLOW
CADMIUM ORANGE
DIOXAZINE PURPLE or Ultramarine VIOLET
NAPTHOL RED OR CADMIUM RED
ALIZARIN CRIMSON OR QUINAQUINONE MAGENTA
TITANIUM WHITE
PTHALO GREEN OR
ULTRAMARINE BLUE
CERULIAN BLUE CERULEAN OR COBALT BLUE
BLACK
ONE METALLIC COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE
Or buy a starter kit if it is your first time painting. You will learn how to mix paint.

MISC. Large plastic water container (no glass!) paper towels and an old cut up tee shirt, gloves, and scissors.